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Club Mag. June 2021
Chairman’s Chat

The front cover photo for this issue shows the Triumph 2500S saloon and the Triumph
Stag formerly owned by our editor, Chris Parr. A detailed history of his ownership of
these two cars is included by him later in this, issue but they have been seen at many a
show. many engines were changed for Rover V8’s but this one retained its original
motor. The 2500S saloon is now used by the Engineering Dept. Stockport College Motor Vehicle Apprentice unit, to enable the apprentices to learn how set up twin carburettors, etc., and the Stag has been sold on to an owner in Chapel en le Frith.
We had planned to have our first club evening in many a while on June 16th but due to
the uncertainty and restrictions it was thought by the Committee at our meeting of
June 2nd , that it is better to wait until next month. It is unfortunate, to say the least, but
acting in all interests, we think it best to cancel. Sorry folks but it is in your interest.
I was asked what are the three best things that has happened to me during lockdown
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and my response was thus:- No colds was my first thought, and the second was not
being woken by aircraft leaving Manchester Airport, at six in the morning. My third
thought, was not spending so much money, but where to put it? Well, one could always
leave it in the bank and get a fair rate of interest, ho. ho !
I note that on Monday 5th March Nadhim Zahawi instructed a ruling via Government
Spokesperson Baroness Vere, regarding the fitting of brighter LED headlights, and
other lights to classic and vintage cars. The statement reads that any vehicle made before or on 1st April 1986, is exempt from these changes, and should be issued with an
MOT Pass, provided of course, that the lights conform to the beam setting check. As a
result, all pre 1986 vehicles which are subject to an MOT test, will be exempt from
LED conversions. This of course has asked owners to ensure the LED conversion
lamps come from a reputable source. Now something I do not understand about this, is
that my 14-year-old BMW has LED lamps fitted to side lights, as standard, ,and always
sales through the MOT test and a friend (from Bolton) with a 17 yrs.’ Volvo has LED
conversions, and this car also passes its MOT, without trouble. Maybe I am missing a
point here. Anyway, the point seems to be, that the ruling comes down to interpretation
by the tester.
In the last issue Paul of MG fame mentioned the MG Magnette. When I was at school,
the car favoured by my father, and many others, was the Mark one Ford Consul or
Zephyr, but now there are only about 100 left thanks to the dreaded tin worm which
badly affected the sills and rear jacking points. The father of one of my friends had a
MG Magnette ZB saloon, Reg No. RYF 589 finished in British Racing Green, and he
claimed it took part in the Tulip rally of around 1954. I can find no trace of the car, but
am pretty sure it was genuine. At this point I mention that Chris Parr’s father had two
such vehicles, over the years, and I went out with a girl, whose father proudly bought
one, but it was actually one of the Austin Cambridge based variants, so I was not impressed.
I know I keep banging on about this modern fuel we have to use, but interestingly,
when I took the TR out on Drive it Day, despite having a quarter of a tank of fuel, it
did not run happily. I have since found out that this ethanol-based fuel, does not store
for more than three or four weeks, unless kept in a totally air-tight container, so a standard petrol tank, just won’t do. The answer is, to add some new fuel, to your tank as
soon as you can, and things should work out ok.
At the present time, our club show is booked in at Brookside Garden Centre, for Sep4

tember 5th, and this has been confirmed by them. As further details become available, I will keep you informed. Many other shows and events, will hopefully take
place, as shown on the events page, and Chris Howarth will try to keep members
up to date with details. One problem voiced by Mike Coffey regarding runs, is
finding a pub with a suitable area, to start and finish in, as most of them have
greatly extended their seating into car parking areas. I am sure that Mike will find
an answer to the problem before long.
Now lastly, when renewing your membership, the easiest, and preferred method
is, if you can, to do this by BACS, as detailed on the next to last page. If, however, you wish to do this by cheque in the post, or by hand to Graham Knowles,
this is quite acceptable but please make your cheque out to H&H CVC Ltd.. Did
you get that, H&H CVC Ltd. No other form is accepted by the bank and please
make sure your cheque is made out in the correct sum, dated, and signed. Thank
you.
More next month with an update, on various things. I look forward to being able
to say’ Good evening ladies and gentlemen’.
.
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Editorial
Please take note:There is a club run on Weds June 24th (See ‘Forthcoming
events.’)

Magazine Cover Picture

From Chris Parr

‘Triumphant’
ULC 112R Triumph 2500S. Had been owned and run by my Brother for many
years, and I bought it in about 1998.
First trip we had in it, was when we went to Ireland with the club.
One experience we had with the car, was at the end of a Peaks & Dales run once, a
lady came up with a memory of the car, as she recognised it from her younger days.
She noticed the Registration number, and told us her dad had it as a company car
when he was a bank manager. It was known in her family as ‘ULCER!
Some 12 years later, when I stopped driving, I gave the car to Stockport College Engineering Dept., and they were giviing students lessons on the setting up the twin SU
Carburettors, etcetera. - a bit of the old fashioned stuff. Times have obviously
changed, not sure what happened to it, since those days.
KEF 82 - Triumph Stag. Came my way in 2005. The bodywork had undergone restoration.
After 10 years ownership, and with a recently refurbished engine, I had the Stag for
sale at High Lane Garage. A chap driving by, bought it, saying he would use the car to
hire out with a collection of vehicles.. That that was it, or so we thought. Anyway,
one day, our Peaks & Dales Mechanic Alex Wagener, phoned up and said:- “Quick,
look at the ‘Antiques Road Trip’ on BBC 1”, and guess what? There was KEF 82,
being piloted by one ‘David Harper’, (Antiques Road show celebrity), the car still
looking as good as it was when I sold it.
Both cars were very pleasurable to own and run, including taking part on the Peaks &
Dales Charity Run
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Paul Clappison

MG SECTION REPORT

The beginning of May started fairly brightly as I received a call from my friend, Jason
Swinyard who owns and runs MG & Alpha spares, enquiring if I fancied a ride out in
the cars. Jason brought his rare Gulfstream MG TF over and I took him along some
roads he wasn’t familiar with, including a trip to Goyt Valley, Buxton, and then up to
the newly reopened Cat & Fiddle pub for refreshments. It was an enjoyable early summers morning, unfortunately, it wasn’t to last, as we have just experienced the wettest
May on record, meaning my MGB GT hasn’t left the garage since early May!
I recently visited the new Great British Car Journey museum in Ambergate, this collection of cars is about the more standard and unremarkable motor car that most of our
parents drove in the past, and I spotted most of the cars I remember my dad driving,
from the Avenger in the early 70’s through to the Escort, Astra and the Rover 200 series, of which my dad owned several during his retirement. The museum also features
some special classics such as the E-Type Jag and a nice collection of original Minis,
although not the largest collection, it has an interactive feature, so that you can learn
about the cars at your own pace.
The MG was well represented in the museum with an MGB, along with a lovely MGB
GT V8 with less than 5k from new, in the fairly rare ‘Tundra’ paint, and I was also
pleased to see, the later MGF, displayed, as these cars are now modern classics, having
first been produced in 1995.
This weekend the weather is looking fine as I hope to display my car at Capesthorne
and Gawsworth Hall, until next time safe motoring.
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The Jaguar ‘E’ Type,

From Keith Yates

The car that Enzo Ferrari once called the ‘most beautiful car in the world’, reached the
milestone of being sixty years old in March of this year. It is said that beauty is in the
eye of the beholder but there can’t be many eyes that don’t behold the ‘E’ Type and
see beauty from all angles. It remains a true automotive icon, a car that is still admired
and desired by young and old alike, as sensational today as it was in 1961 and a car
that is instantly recognizable across the globe. Not bad for a sixty year old.
Developed purely as a road car, the ‘E’ type’s DNA was derived from the racing ‘C’
and ‘D’ Types. It incorporated many of their features and learnt lessons from its forbearers racing successes; it was easily capable of holding its own against Aston Martin and Ferrari models on offer at that time.
Jaguar first announced the ‘E’ Type to the public at the Geneva Motor Show in March
1961. It was available as a two-door, two-seater either as a fixed head coupe or open
soft-top (with optional detachable hard-top). Underneath the long, louvred and ‘power
bulge’ bedecked bonnet Jaguar planted its 3.8-litre, 6-cylinder XK engine. With triple
carburettors this engine reportedly gave 265 bhp @ 5500 rpm and with a top speed
quoted as being 150 mph (seemingly not quite achievable in production form though).

The story of how the car got to the Geneva show is part of its legend and motoring
folklore. Jaguar’s PR manager, Bob Berry, actually drove the ‘E’ Type fixed head
coupe (9600 HP) flat out from Browns Lane to the show, arriving only minutes before
the big reveal. Shortly after, Jaguar boss, Sir William Lyons, decided that another car
was needed on the stand and it was left to the Chief Development Driver, Norman
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Dewis, to drive the soft-top roadster (77 RW) to Geneva – he managed to cover the
journey from Browns Lane in just over 11 hours! Oh, to be a passenger!

I

The E-type was in many ways developed from Jaguar’s successful racing Dtype which had won the Le Mans race three times from 1955 to 1957. Originally
intended as a racing car, the E-type eventually emerged as a road-going sports
and grand touring car, although many E-types also distinguished themselves in
motor racing. The style of the E-type was clearly based on the D-type, the work
of the aerodynamicist Malcolm Sayer.
Originally the E-type was available either as an open two-seater, or as a fastback
fixed head coupé. Both cars shared the same basic structure, a monocoque with
a front subframe, and were powered by a 3.8 litre version of the proven Jaguar XK engine, developing 265 bhp. In 1964 the 3.8 litre engine was replaced
by a 4.2 litre version, with uprated brakes, better seating and a Jaguar designed
and built gearbox replaced the aged Moss box. Then in 1966 a third option was
launched – a 2+2 on a slightly longer wheelbase providing rear seats for two
children.
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The E-type’s looks were sensational, and it quickly became a symbol
of the 1960s. Thanks to its unbeatable combination of price and performance, offering a top speed of close to 150 mph (241 km/h) at little
more than £2,000, it became an instant success, particularly in the vital
American market.
In 2000, Mr Michael Kilgannon, the long-term owner of this historic
car, kindly put 77 RW on permanent loan to the Jaguar Daimler Heritage Trust. The car was then completely restored with the generous
assistance of Martin Robey Limited of Nuneaton.
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Still Going Strong & Rotting In Peace (Two Swedes)
From Keith Yates
Here we have a couple of 1990’s Swedish modern classics that are clearly on very
different journeys through their motoring lives. To start on a positive, the first is a sun
-bleached red, 1993, 1984cc Volvo 850 Estate that was seen recently in Romiley. It is
obviously in daily use and still giving good service. It perhaps underlines the legendary strength of these old workhorses and the longevity achievable with a bit of love,
care and maintenance.

The second Swede could never really be considered a blonde beauty but, like most
cars from this mark, it was a desirable and unusual car in its day. This particular car is
a Saab 9000 CSE with a 2.0 litre, Triumph derived, 16 valve turbo engine. It has unfortunately been neglected and left to rot for several years now. That said, the owner
must be into this car composting exercise for the long haul, as the car is still looking
pretty good, and, like the Volvo, must be as tough as the proverbial old boots.
Interestingly, the 9000 was Saab’s first attempt to get a foothold in the executive car
market. It was produced between 1984 and May 1998 (the CS cars from 1992-98) and
was, to a limited degree, developed with the FIAT conglomerate. It actually shared a
chassis/platform (known as the Type Four Platform) with the FIAT Croma, Lancia
Thema and the visually different, but very stylish Alfa Romeo 164.
Unusually for a Saab, the engine was transversely mounted and the ignition key barrel
was mounted on the steering column and not the transmission tunnel.
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Anthony Boe

June 2021
‘Quartrelle’

On June 21st, it'll be nine months since we started our French adventure. Not far
off a whole year where I've not once sent foot in Blighty. It's the longest I've ever
spent on foreign soil. Truth be told, we've got used to it now, and when our possessions arrived from Stockport in mid-April, it started to feel a lot more like home.
As an update, we're now in the process of (early) retiring. Our ambition was to
eventually own a home and live in France, but the UK's mendacious political shenanigans (that I won't name) prompted our move before the end of 2020. To have
left it any longer would have meant foregoing some of the benefits that come with
being fully-fledged Europeans, a situation that was unacceptable to us.
It’s not ideal, but the die is cast
We now live in a small village near Limoux in the Aude region. The area is renowned for the production of Cremant De Limoux, a sparkling wine that pre-dates
champagne by some margin. Happily, it's a lot cheaper but just as celebratory. Our
new house is surrounded by many of the vineyards that grow the grapes for this
refreshing beverage.
All we need now is for the classics to arrive from the UK and for bloody Covid-19
to be sent packing so we can fully acclimatise and enjoy the many benefits of rural
French life. Hopefully, that will include getting involved in the local classic car
scene, which under normal circumstances is quite vibrant, or so we're led to believe. You never know we might arrange our own car show here given our experience!
That's not to say we don't see plenty of veritable motors during our everyday peregrinations. Indeed, there are about four 2CVs in the small commune in which
we've set down, most in daily use.
One car model we see regularly buzzing around town or amongst the surrounding
vineyards is a petit wonder known as a Quatrelle. It's yet another example of
French vehicular wordplay being the affectionate moniker given to a Renault 4L.
There's one in our village we see almost daily, a van version, or fourgonette, that
was popular with boulangers as delivery vehicles.
So, I thought I'd spend a little time looking at this utilitarian classic. A car that always, unfairly perhaps, plays second fiddle to the 2CV.
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So, I thought I'd spend a little time looking at this utilitarian classic. A car that always, unfairly perhaps, plays second fiddle to the 2CV.
The mark one version of the 4L launched in 1961 in direct competition with the tin
snail. Renault considered the Douche's 1930s design to be well past its sell-by date.
The company's mandarins deemed its 'remorseless rationality' and smallholder USP
no longer relevant in the context of France's increasingly industrialised farming and
much-improved road network.
Ditching the extreme austerity of the 2CV, Renault's engineers strived to provide all the utility and economy of the Douche but with better mechanicals, refinement, comfort and ease of
use. Renault's deceptively simple engineering avoided the antediluvian looks of the 2CV
while keeping the most desirable qualities appreciated by French budget motorists. Features
like supple suspension, simple, rugged mechanicals and easy maintenance. Its versatility was
further enhanced by its removable seats and rear hatchback door.
The initial Quatrelle came with a 737cc water-cooled front-wheel-drive power plant offering
considerably more hoof than the 425cc of the contemporary 2CV or any that followed.
Paradoxically, Renault made the bizarre decision to fit a 3-speed gearbox to early versions
of the 4L despite the Douche always having a 4-speed box. After several years of quizzical
feedback, they realised their error, and in 1968 a fourth gear was finally added. The result
was a cheap, reasonably equipped city car presented in an unfussy two-box profile that
changed little over its 30+ year production run.
It may be heresy to say it, but they seem a better car than the 2CV, if only in practical terms.
They may not garner the same affections lavished on the Deux Chevaux, but they have their
admirers and have rightly taken their place as an enduring and bone-fide classic in the pantheon of French engineering. I detect a 'Stones or Beatles' vibe amongst gallic car enthusiasts
re which camp they belong to.
Let's not forget, unlike in other countries, as well as being family transport, variants of both
these cars were used extensively by French commerce such as La Poste or France Télécom,
not to mention a host of independent traders. They would have been a ubiquitous sight on
the roads for many years as they ambled about doing productive stuff.
Plenty of time for French car fans to form an enduring opinion, either way, I should think.
The final French Quatrelle rolled off the production line in 1992, with over eight million
examples constructed. A few hundred additional 4Ls were made in Solvenia until 1994, but
that was the end for this budget motor after a successful career and strong worldwide sales.
Here in the south of France, the warmer weather and frost-free winters have helped preserve
these spritely little cars, allowing them to continue zipping around, keeping up with urban
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traffic and serving their owners well. And with their inherent utility, even today, they
remain entirely usable with ample carrying capacity for both people and cargo.

It's always great to see any classic car still in daily use doing what they do best. And
we now see many Quatrelles bringing joy to their careful owners who still benefit
from the many qualities of a treasured family motor.
There is a coda to this little tale. Some might think the successor to the 4L is that
notorious boy-racer, the Renault 5, but that would be incorrect. The R5 was not the
entry model of the Renault canon at the time. That accolade passed to the Twingo,
and regular readers will know what madness that psychotic little gad-about causes on
the French backroads.
I'll be keeping my eye out to see if a cheap Quatrelle comes up for sale, especially if
it's a fourgonette version. I can't think of a more versatile or fun vehicle to own in
rural France so let's see what turns up, shall we?
OK, that's all for this month. Stay safe, and hopefully, a few classic car shows are
coming along that you can now, at long last, attend and enjoy.
Happy classic car motoring, everyone.
___________________________
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The Name’s 2000GT; Toyota 2000GT

From Keith Yates

If you’re a car lover and fan of the James Bond film franchise then you’ll no doubt
enjoy some ‘car spotting’ whilst watching the thrills and spills on the big screen.
Every Bond film follows a tried and tested formula that includes a villain, girls,
guns and gadgets and usually a special ‘Bond car’ too. There have been several over
the years and fans will have their favourites. The one that everyone recalls though is
the ‘silver-birch’ Aston Martin DB5 that first featured so famously in the third film,
Goldfinger. It is an association that has stayed with the Bond film character ever
since and one which has been reprised in more recent stories. In Ian Fleming’s book
of that title, Bond drives a ‘battleship-grey’ Aston Martin DB5 so there is a sort of
similarity between book and film. Interestingly, this book/film car link only seems
to happen twice more in the series. Fleming’s first book (Casino Royale 1953) portrays Bond as a suave but ruthless man who can use and dispose of both men and
women in a cold and calculating manner – he is 007 and ‘licensed to kill’ after all.
He seems to have one personal hobby though and that’s his 1930 ‘battleship-grey’
4½ litre Bentley equipped with a supercharger. When that car gets badly smashed,
Fleming, in his third book (Moonraker 1955), treats Bond to a 1953 Bentley Mark
VI in ‘battleship-grey’ again. In the second film (From Russia With Love), Bond
does have a Bentley and it’s a 1935 Bentley 3½ litre Mark IV – complete with QBranch supplied car-phone. The other book/film car link is the Mark that Bond
drives in both the Doctor No book (sixth 1958) and film (first) and that’s a Sunbeam
Alpine. The film car being a rather pretty ‘lake blue’ Sunbeam Alpine 1.6 litre Series II.
So here we have one of the most famous fictional characters there’s ever been. A
British patriot to the core and a man who could be relied upon to drive fine British
cars. That was until EON Productions took Bond to Japan in 1966/67 and filmed the
fifth in the franchise, You Only Live Twice. This film featured a very special and
rare car that, because of its rarity, few people had seen or were even aware of. There
is a scene that is set in a Tokyo sumo wrestling arena where Bond is to meet an unknown contact. After sitting down Bond is (inevitably) conscious of a beautiful
Japanese woman next to him. After some furtive eye contact there is a password
exchange – Bond: “I love you.” Woman/Aki: “I have a car nearby.” And what a car
– a Toyota 2000GT Convertible. No man could resist!
In 1963, Toyota had been successfully involved in several motor sport events. As a
consequence, a decision was made to build a road-going sports car; something that a
Japanese manufacturer had never done before. At that time Toyota wasn’t the globally know car manufacturer that it is today; they were still exotic and the makers of
rather bland cars in the eyes of European and American buyers. Toyota wanted to
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demonstrate that they had serious car builder credentials and they wanted to
build a car that the world and particularly America, would take note of. In
May 1964, a specialist team was created to develop what was known as the
‘280A’. By Dec 64 most design and development work had been done and a
scale model of the car prepared. Surprisingly, after making an approach to
Toyota, Yamaha were involved in this work. They had experience of racing
motorcycles, wanted to use their knowledge on cars and on bodywork and to
develop an engine for the 280A (a previous Yamaha/Nissan collaboration had
just broken down but it did ultimately produce the Datsun 240Z). By early
1965 the principle development work had been completed and Toyota left
Yamaha to finalize the project. By the time serious production was due
though Toyota’s business had increased greatly and as they had no capacity
left to produce the cars Yamaha took the task on. The first prototype was
completed in summer 1965 and whilst that was undergoing tests, Yamaha
worked to build a second prototype to be presented at the October 1965 Tokyo Motor Show. It was that year’s star and was reported as Japan’s answer
to the Jaguar E Type.

It must have been about that time that EON Productions saw the 2000GT as a
‘Bond car’ and as a means of cashing in on the huge popularity of the James
Bond films in Japan. As You Only Live Twice was mostly shot in Japan,
Toyota, with an eye on worldwide publicity, were more than happy to assist
EON with the supply of two prototype cars. Both were finished in white but
oddly, one car was right-hand drive and the other left-hand drive. It was
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shortly after delivery and as filming got underway, that the problems started. As
the 2000GT is a coupe and Sean Connery was over 6ft tall he couldn’t easily get
in or out of the car. Also, the filming of the car’s interior was required so that the
Sony electronic communications gadgetry could be shown. That just wasn’t possible in a coupe even after fitting a Webasto sunroof. The solution was for Toyota
to convert two further prototypes into convertibles.
There had never been any plans for a convertible 2000GT but, for filming purposes, it was found that the body was stiff enough, with some minor additional
chassis support, to work well after removal of the roof structure. The front of the
two cars, up to their windscreens, remained as standard but the rear ends, excepting lights and bumpers, h ad to be completely reworked. These cars were never
actually convertibles though; they just looked as if they were on film. They had
the wire wheels used on the prototypes but didn’t actually have a real folding softtop roof.

The cars were used at filming locations in Japan between July-Oct 1966 but, following their significant input, Toyota where not happy about the final film only
giving the 2000GT 6mins screen time. Personally, I don’t think Toyota needed to
be bothered as the 2000GT has to be up there with the best ‘Bond cars’ ever.
It is reported that one of the two film convertibles should have been destroyed but
that this wasn’t carried out. There is some speculation that it was hidden away for
years and then secretly sold to a private car collector. The second car, which had
been used for shooting at Pinewood, was said to have been squirrelled away by an
English car collector but as neither car ever had a chassis number (being prototypes) it’s very difficult to be sure. However, in 1977 one of these original film
convertibles was discovered in Hawaii. It was bought by Toyota, taken back to
Japan, carefully restored and is now one of the most valuable exhibits in the Toyota Museum in Tokyo.
19
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HIRE CAR SHORTS
Rosemarie Spiers, a Director at Hogg Rental Business Services division, takes us
through some of the more bizarre claims they received in 1993. 'Normally we expect the driver of the rented vehicle to complete the accident report form. Unless
he's dead or out of circulation, of course. So we always take careful note when we
receive one from the owner of a rental company. This particular one said, "Our
hirer and a friend decided to hold-up an off-licence and use our vehicle as a getaway car. I understand on making his getaway, he drove through a road block,
damaging a police car and a civilian car, ending up parking our vehicle in a brick
wall. Much to my surprise he still managed to escape the police." 'Trouble was,
that was only half the story. The civilian car he'd mentioned - a beautiful new executive model, was owned by a real hero who witnessed the robbery, contacted the
police, and then donated his car to help form the roadblock. Unfortunately, the
renter rammed the hero's car five or six times, before abandoning the rented car
and running off. Unfortunately for us, we also insured the hero's car! Now, to try
and minimise the impact (no pun intended!) on the claims record of the rental company, we sought to recover the costs from the robber. Unfortunately, he was sent
down for seven years, and, as armed robbery was more important than the lesser
charge of criminal damages, we were put well down on the list of considerations. 'I
wonder what the stated purpose of hire was?'
Another rather strange claim is described by Rosemarie Spiers. 'Some of our customers have diversified into other businesses. But there are, we discovered, some "
unexpected hazards to combining two very different enterprises under the same
roof. One customer operated a very successful rental company alongside an
equally well-run driving school. Now, on this particular day, this company had run
short of rental cars, and the solution on this occasion was to rent out one of the
driving-school vehicles. 'Unfortunately, in the rush, no-one actually, no-one actually disconnected the dual control system. At some stage, while the wife was driving, the husband panicked and slammed the brakes on. The action caught his wife
by surprise and caused her a neck injury. Naturally, we said that, as the driver of
the car, she would be unable to claim for her injury as, in theory, she would be
claiming against herself.. "I wasn't in control of the car," she claimed "It was my
husband who braked, not me!"
_______________________
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From Boring Car Trivia
In 2001 the Queen took delivery of a brand-new Land Rover Defender 110, specially built for her with a V8 engine and automatic gearbox. Shorty afterwards the
car was returned to the factory with a personal request from the then 75-year-old
sovereign; would they mind awfully changing the gearbox to a manual?
*
The Sunbeam Tiger was a version of the Alpine with a meaty Ford V8 in place of
the Alpine's four cylinder. In order to squeeze in the larger engine, a burly man on
the production line would step into the engine bay, and bash at the inner wings
with a large hammer to get the required clearance, before the engine was lowered
into place. When Chrysler completed their purchase of Rootes Group in 1967, the
Ford V8, had to go, and attempts to fit an equivalent Chrysler engine were
thwarted, because the burly man simply couldn't bash enough metal out of the
way.
*
The sportiest version of the 1995 Rover 200 was going to be called the VVC in
honour of the Variable Valve Control on its engine (known internally as 'Very,
Very Complicated). The model name was changed to Vi late in the day after
someone realised that VVC written in Rover's badge typeface looked like 'WC',
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Vauxhall Astra 1.6T 200 Sport Tourer

David Bresnehan

I had to get rid of my Vauxhall Corsa VXR recently. The choice was difficult, until I
found this increasingly rare gem of a car among the regulars. What could possibly special
about a generic Vauxhall Astra? Well, this one has a trick up its sleeve.
As the idea of the internal combustion engine becomes offensive, so to somewhat does the
idea of what are called ‘sleeper’ or ‘Q’ cars. These unusual specifications can be found in
otherwise modest, humdrum, and unassuming cars (Rover 75 260 anyone?). This Astra
features a tuned 200 hp GM Pro petrol engine. The result is a nippy, well-handing family
car, which can outpace many of the substantially more expensive German cars off the
line. Dynamically, it has been tipped with being not far short of the capability of a Ford
Focus ST, for much less money. This specification is the Elite, which includes front and
rear heated seats, parking sensors, climate control, and auto wipers.
Very rare in the estate form; 0-60 takes just 7.2 seconds, not too far off the 2.0T Focus ST
estate. Surely it’s worth considering the saving of nearly £4000 for a used Astra… if you
can find one!
The giveaway for these cars is the twin exhausts at the rear, and a red turbo badge. Standard checks apply. One downside? These cars prefer the good stuff. But 2:1 of 95:99
RON should do it!
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From

Barry Lester

Bobbers Not Your Uncle!
Well I seem to be having a bit of a two wheel resurgence, this year. What with the Triumph Tigress Scooter, and the new Bobber I am building.
Well, here is a short history of the Bobber.
Way back in 1928, Harley Davidson launched the JD 1200cc and this can be said to be
the first Bobber style, but it cost the same as a Model A Ford, and would only run on
high octane fuel, sales were limited, but it set the mould.
After WW2, young GIs were returning home with little cash, and so they turned to motorcycles, and drag racing on dirt strips. One of these guys was Wino Willie Forkner,
who with four others formed The BoozeFighters motorcycle club. (Motto - ‘A Drinking
Club With A Motorcycle Problem’)
The club attended Hollister motorcycle races in 1947, and riots
broke out. A staged picture appeared on the cover of Time Life
magazine of a drunk guy on a motorcycle (and you think fake news
is new), but the seeds were sown, and this became the inspiration for
“The Wild One”, a film released in 1952, but banned in the UK ‘till
1969, Lee Marvin rode a Bobber style bike in the film.
The British bike industry was in full export mode, with light and fast machines going
over to the States.
The Harleys and Indians were overweight, so The Shady Tree Mechanics started throwing away the excess parts, “if it slows it down, remove it”. By the mid to late 60’s (Easy
Rider), the Bobber had morphed into the ‘Chopper’ with raked frames and long forks
(the origin of this seems to have been lost)
Today, there is a back lash against these Choppers built for £80K on TV shows such as
American Chopper. The Bobber is back, but it has to look like it’s come out of a shed in
the 50’s.
Started my project back in February, with the purchase of a Triumph sidevalve twin,
engine and gearbox. This was never sold on the civilian market, so is pretty rare. I’ve
always loved Sidevalves, both in Cars And Bikes.
Now, as my head is stuck in 1970, and I thought I could pick up a Rigid Triumph
Frame from ‘47. The only one found, was in South Africa for £2000 plus shipping, Absolutely no chance! Life goes on. So back to Ebay and a 1949 Ariel rigid frame and
forks, ,and other bits and bobs. Best of all it was in Stalybridge.
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Part 2

Now the project is on, but as with all things not as easy as you think. Fitting
an engine into a different frame throws everything at you, and a pre unit with all
the chain alignment, makes life difficult, took about 20 hours to make up a set of
engine plates, and sort out gearbox adjustment, I even managed to squeeze a Triumph sprung hub in. About ¾ way there and another in the shed waiting. Man
needs a hobby. Triumph have brought out a Bobber but it looks so heavy and
it’s not a flathead.

Keep well and see you all soon.

Barry.

While on the subject of World War II, one of the most unreliable pieces of machinery was the German Panther tank, circa 1944. When it decided to work it could
blast just about anything it wanted into very small pieces, but the trouble was, more
often than not it would just stop still in its tracks. So, German engineers didn't always get it right!
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Forthcoming Events

The run on the 23rd June will start from The Leigh Arms
Adlington SK10 4NA
We will leave at 7pm about 30 miles, - One and a half
hours.
27th June Lymm Festival - Club Stand – possibly one or two spaces left.
11th July Didsbury Park Show - Club Stand
28th July - Mid-week Evening Run
8th August H&HCVC Stockport Market Place Show – probably not happening due to space problems.
15th August VJ Day Show in the Pavilion Gardens.
15th August Chesterfield Moto Fest
21st/22nd August Tatton Park – If you want to go enter as an individual entry.
22nd August GVEC Manor Park Classic Vehicle & Military Show
25th August Mid-Week Evening Run
29th August Poynton Show - cancelled
5th September Club - Annual Show at Brookside Garden Centre
22nd September - Mid-week Evening Run
27th October - Mid-week Evening Run
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Committee Continued from back of front cover.
Publicity Helen Bowden 0161 427 3584
Minutes Jill Dewsnap 0161 338 2098 dewsap35@gmail.com
Regalia
David Bowden 0161 427 3584
Charity Co-ordinator
Eric Dewsnap. dewsap35@gmail.com
Associate members
- Company Auditor
David Rainsbury

Hall of Fame Award Recipients:2012 - Chris Parr
2014 - Bob Plant
2015 - Ray Etchells
2016 - Fred Dean
2020 - David Bowden

Vehicle Valuations for Insurance - Contact Mike Coffey - 01298 27424
mick.coffey1@talktalk.net

Club email address - hhcvc@yahoo.co.uk
Contributions for the Magazine in by 1st of the month please.
Please note that the opinions of the Editor and any Contributors are not necessarily
those of the Chairman or Directors of the Club.

Subscription Payments by Bank Transfer
National Westminster Bank
Account N° 40512746 Sort Code 01-05-51
Or contact Graham/Jean Knowles 0161 439 2106
Cheques should be made payable to
H&H CVC Ltd.
Advertising charges .
Commercial Full page - £60.00 for 12 months
½ page - £35 for 12 months
Commercial ad for vehicles one month £6
Club member’s personal vehicles - Free
©H & H CVC Ltd 2021

Reg. Office - 2, Kings Drive, Marple, Stockport SK6 6NQ
Reg. N° 4999097

Printer: Frank Aspinall & Co. Ltd., Building 4, Unit 5, Tameside Business Park, Denton
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